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Providing insurance specialism to the regions.

Our Terrorism and Political Violence team has many years’ experience providing terrorism insurance within the UK. Our strong 
expertise includes UK claims involvement from recent London Bridge and Borough market attacks, as well as other high-profile 
terrorism and violent acts. 
We can offer stand-alone or embedded coverage with a flexible structure and competitive pricing. Our terrorism insurance includes valuable 
extensions and benefits as standard, but we also offer tailor-made solutions to fit your clients’ business needs, on a case-by-case basis.

Key Features

 ■ Flexible policy limits and portfolio underwriting.
 ■ Brand rehabilitation – up to £100k.
 ■ Full failure of utilities – up to £1m.
 ■ Prevention of access – up to £1m.
 ■ Claims preparation costs – up to £100k.
 ■ Looting.
 ■ Loss of attraction – up to £1m.

 ■ Prevention of access – damage up to £1m,  
non-damage up to £500k.

 ■ Property stored at third parties – up to £500k.
 ■ Telecommunications – up to £1m.
 ■ Unspecified customers and suppliers – up to £1m.
 ■ Specified customers and suppliers – upon request.
 ■ Threat or hoax – up to £500k.

What we offer

 ■ Terrorism insurance as a standalone product
 ■ Seamless terrorism coverage as part of our property insurance products.
 ■ Broker schemes.
 ■ Tailor-made solutions where we can provide greater limits of cover.

Pursuing Better Together. It is our promise to our brokers to:
 ■ Listen, share insights and work together to deliver informed solutions.
 ■ Build trusting, respectful and responsive relationships.
 ■ Understand your goals and explore possibilities together.
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